
Increased Use Of Social Bookmarking - SEO 

Submissions 

 

Social bookmarking – SEO Submissions are today the most predominant 

online marketing tactic doing the rounds.  

 

Basically, the term social bookmarking – SEO submissions refers to 

maintenance of web page bookmarks through the internet, with the aid of 

metadata. This includes the usage of ‘tags’ through which users can insert 

metadata through the shared content online. 

 

In simple terms, according to this system; online users stash away links of 

web-pages which they would like to share with others. These bookmarks 

are normally open to public viewing. 

 

However, these can also be kept personal to be distributed among 

particular social online groups or inside specific networks. The permitted 

members can see these through a search-engine or through tags.  

 

Benefits of social bookmarking-SEO Submissions 

 

This phenomenon has found a lot of popularity among SEO professionals as 

it guarantees a proper online publicity from the right online communities.  

 

Social bookmarking websites like wlmarketing.com/social-bookmarking-

service.html, ensure that one’s website is connected with popular blogging 

sites, online social-networking sites and content-oriented sites as well. 

 

The main advantage of availing assistance from such a site is that one’s 

website gets sufficient recognition in apt online circles. 

 



Also, this practice is known to create more online traffic-generation. This is 

because most major websites like Digg and Google are becoming 

increasingly content-oriented.  

 

Therefore, in order to get proper publicity, it is crucial to post content at 

several places at a time. Sites like wlmarketing.com/social-bookmarking-

service.html take care of such requirements in an appropriate manner 

through social bookmarking-SEO submissions.   

 

These websites also at times supply web-feeds for their bookmark 

directory. This also comprises the directories classified by online tags. This 

ensures that people subscribing to them get to know about newly saved, 

tagged and distributed bookmarks. 

 

People who avail assistance of social bookmarking–SEO submissions claim 

that the method directs one to repeat-traffic and traffic, signing of 

newsletters, blog-post notes and referrals.  

 

Some users also claim that this practice enables one to share a greater-

interaction platform with online visitors. Basically, it is also known to be an 

apt enticement for search-engines. 

Ranking content is another benefit of a properly organized social 

bookmarking technique. A good bookmarking system ranks a certain online 

resource. This keeps a record as to how many times this resource has been 

marked by other online users. 

 

Most sites persuade users to sort out their bookmarks with the help of tags. 

In this way, they also provide insight into other bookmarks connected with 

a specific tag which is selected. 

 

In addition, this practice displays data about the amount of online users 

who have marked them. 

 



The best part about this process is that the whole system of indexing is 

controlled by professional SEO personnel. These people are specialists in 

comprehending the meaning of a certain online resource, unlike a 

mechanized software program.  

 

Software programs basically try to figure out the denotation of the 

resource through algorithmic means. 

 

Hence this is one system that is necessary to remain active on the internet 

community. In order to understand social bookmarking-SEO submissions, 

check out wlmarketing.com/social-bookmarking-service.html.  

 

 

 

    

 


